The scalar and electromagnetic fields produced by the geodesic and uniformly accelerated discrete charges in de Sitter spacetime are constructed by employing the conformal relation between de Sitter and Minkowski space.
Introduction
De Sitter's 1917 solution of the vacuum Einstein's equations with positive cosmological constant Λ, in which freely moving test particles accelerate away from one another, played a crucial role in the acceptance of expanding standard cosmological models at the end of 1920s [1, 2] . It reappeared as the basic arena in steady-state cosmology in 1950s, and it has been resurrected in cosmology again in the context of inflationary theory since 1980's [2] . De Sitter spacetime represents the "asymptotic state" of cosmological models with Λ > 0 [3] .
Since de Sitter space shares with Minkowski space the property of being maximally symmetric but has a nonvanishing constant positive curvature and non-trivial global properties, it has been widely used in numerous works studying the effects of curvature in quantum field theory and particle physics (see, e.g., [4] for references). Recently, its counterpart with constant negative curvature, anti-de Sitter space, has received much attention again from quantum field and string theorists (e.g. [5] ).
These three maximally symmetric spacetimes of constant curvature played most important role also in gaining many valuable insights in mathematical relativity. For example, both the particle (cosmological) horizons and the event horizons for geodesic observers occur in de Sitter spacetime, the Cauchy horizons in anti-de Sitter space (e.g. [6] ). The existence of the past event horizons of the worldlines of sources producing fields on de Sitter background is of crucial significance for the structure of the fields. The existence of the particle and event horizons is intimately related to the fact that de Sitter spacetime has, in contrast to Minkowski spacetime, two spacelike infinities -past and future -at which all timelike and null worldlines start and end [6] . Since the pioneering work of Penrose [7, 8] it is well-known that Minkowski, de Sitter and anti-de Sitter spacetimes, being conformally flat, can be represented as parts of the (conformally flat) Einstein static universe. However, the causal structure of these three spaces is globally very different. The causal character of the conformal boundary I to the physical spacetime which represents the end-points at infinity reached by infinitely extended null geodesics depends on the sign of Λ. In Minkowski space, these are null hypersurfacesfuture and past null infinity, I + and I − . In de Sitter space, both I + and I − are spacelike; in anti-de Sitter space the conformal infinity I is not the disjoint union of two hypersurfaces, and it is timelike.
Towards the end of his 1963 Les Houches lectures [9] , Penrose discusses briefly the zero rest-mass free fields with spin s in cosmological (not necessarily de Sitter) backgrounds. At given point P , not too far from I − , say, the field can be expressed as an integral over quantities defined on the intersection of the past null cone of P and I − ("free incoming radiation field") plus contributions from sources whose worldlines intersect the past null cone. However, the concept of "incoming radiation field" at I − depends on the position of P if I − is spacelike When past infinity I − is spacelike, and some discrete sources "enter" the spacetime, then incoming fields must necessarily be present at I − and also at such points as P , the past null cones of which are not crossed by the wordlines of the sources. If this is not the case, inconsistences arise. The past null cone of P is shaded in light grey, whereas the future domain of dependence of sources in dark grey. (Figure taken after Penrose [9] .) [9, 10] . If there should be no incoming radiation at I − with respect to all "origins P ", all components of the fields must vanish at I − . Imagine that spacelike I − is met by the worldlines of discrete sources. Then there will be points P near I − whose past null cones will not cross the worldlines -see Fig. 1 . The field at P should vanish if incoming field is absent. This, however, is not possible since the "Coulomb-type" part of the field of the sources cannot vanish there (as follows from Gauss's law). Penrose [9] thus concludes that "if there is a particle horizon, then purely retarded fields of spin s > 1 2 do not exist for general source distributions". 1 (The restriction on s follows from the number of arbitrarily specifiable initial data for the field with spin s -see [9] .) Penrose also emphasized that the result depends on the definition of advanced and retarded fields, and "the application of the result to actual physical models is not at all clear cut ...". This observation was reported in a somewhat more detail at the meeting on "The nature of time" [11] , with an appended discussion (in which, among others, H. Bondi, R. Feynman and J. Wheeler participated), but technically it was not developed futher since 1963. In much later monograph Penrose and Rindler [10] discuss (see p. 363 in Volume II) the fact that the radiation field is "less invariantly" defined when I is spacelike than when it is null, but no comments or references are there given on the absence of "purely retarded fields".
One of the purposes of this paper is to study the properties of fields of point-like sources "entering" de Sitter universe across spacelike I − . We thus provide a specific physical model on which Penrose's observation can be demonstrated and analyzed. We assume the sources and their fields to be weak enough so that they do not change the de Sitter background.
In de Sitter space we identify retarded (advanced) fields of a source as those which are in general nonvanishing only in the future (past) domain of dependence of the source. As a consequence, purely retarded (advanced) fields have to vanish at the past (future) infinity. Adopting this definition we shall see that indeed purely retarded fields produced by point-like sources cannot be smooth or even do not exist. We find this general conclusion to be true not only for charges (monopoles and dipoles) producing electromagnetic fields (s = 1) but, to some degree, also for scalar fields (s = 0) produced by scalar charges.
In general, purely retarded fields of monopoles and dipoles become singular on the past horizons ("creation light cones") of the particle's worldlines. A "shock-wave type" singularity at the particle's creation light cone can be understood similarly to a Cauchy horizon instability inside a black hole (see e.g. [12] ): An observer crossing the creation light cone sees an infinitely long history of the source in a finite interval of proper time. In the scalar field case (not considered by Penrose) no "Gaussian-type" constraints exist and retarded fields can be constructed. However, we shall see that the strength of the retarded field (the gradient of the field) of a scalar monopole has a delta-function character on the creation light cone so that, for example, its energy-momentum tensor cannot be evaluated there. In the electromagnetic case it is not even posible to construct a purely retarded field of a single monopole -one has to allow additional sources on the creation light cone to find a consistent retarded solution vanishing outside the future domain of dependence of the sources.
In both our somewhat different explanation of the non-existence of purely retarded fields of general sources, and in original Penrose's discussion, the main cause of difficulties is the spacelike character of I − and the consequential existence of the past horizons, respectively "creation light cones".
It was only after we constructed the various types of fields produced by sources on de Sitter background and analyzed their behaviour when we noticed Penrose's general considerations in [9] . Our original motivation has been to understand fields of accelerated sources, and in particular, the electromagnetic field of uniformly accelerated charges in de Sitter spacetime. The question of electromagnetic field and its radiative properties produced by a charge with hyperbolic motion in Minkowski spacetime has perhaps been one of the most discussed "perpetual problems" of classical electrodynamics if not of all classical physics in the 20th century. Here let us only notice that the December 2000 issue of Annals of Physics contains the series of three papers (covering 80 pages) by Eriksen and Grøn [13] which study in depth and detail various aspects of "Electrodynamics of Hyperbolically Accelerated Charges"; the papers also contain many (though not all) references on the subject.
The electromagnetic field of a uniformly accelerated charge along z axis, say, is symmetrical not only with respect to the rotations around the axis, but also with respect to the boosts along the axis. Now spacetimes with boost-rotation symmetry play an important role in full general relativity (see, e.g., [14] and references therein). They represent the only explicitly known exact solutions of the Einstein vacuum field equations which describe moving "objects" -accelerated singularities or black holes -emitting gravitational waves, and which are asymptotically flat in the sense that they admit global, though not complete, smooth null infinity I − . Their radiative character is best manifested in a non-vanishing Bondi's news function, which is an analougue of radiative part of Poynting vector in electrodynamics. The general structure of all vacuum boost-rotation symmetric spacetimes with hypersurface orthogonal Killing vectors was analyzed in detail in [15] . One of the best known examples is the C-metric, describing uniformly accelerated black holes attached to conical singularities ("cosmic strings" or "struts") along the axis of symmetry.
There exists also the generalization of the C-metric including a non-vanishing Λ [16] . It has been used to study the pair creation of black holes [17] ; its interpretation as uniformly accelerating black holes in a de Sitter space has been discussed recently [18] . However, no general framework is available to analyze whole class of boost-rotation symmetric spacetimes which are asymptotically approaching de Sitter (or anti-de Sitter) spacetime as it is given in [15] for Λ = 0. Before developing such a framework in full general relativity, we wish to gain an understanding of fields produced by (uniformly) accelerated sources in de Sitter background. This has been our original motivation for this work.
Although it has been widely known and used in various contexts that there exists a conformal transformation between de Sitter and Minkowski spacetimes, this fact does not seem to be employed for constructing the fields of specific sources. In the following we make use of this conformal relation to find scalar and electromagnetic fields of the scalar and electric charges in de Sitter spacetime.
The plan of the paper is as follows. In Section 2, we will analyze the behaviour of scalar and electromagnetic field equations with source terms under general conformal transformations. Few points contained here appear to be new, like the behaviour of scalar sources in a general, n-dimensional spacetime, but the main purpose of this section is to review results and introduce notation needed in subsequent parts. In Section 3, the compactification of Minkowski and de Sitter spacetimes and their conformal properties are discussed. Again, all main ideas are known, especially from works of Penrose. But we need the detailed picture of the complete compactification of both spaces and explicit formulas connecting them in various coordinate systems, in order to be able to "translate" appropriate motion of the sources and their fields from Minkowski into de Sitter spacetime. The worldlines of uniformly accelerated particles in de Sitter space are defined, found, and their relation to the corresponding worldlines in Minkowski space under the conformal mapping is discussed in Section 4. In general, a single worldline in Minkowski space gets transformed into two worldlines in de Sitter space.
In Section 5, by using the conformal transformation of simple boosted spherically symmetric fields of sources in Minkowski spacetime, we construct the fields of uniformly accelerated monopole sources in de Sitter spacetime. In particular, with both the scalar and electromagnetic fields we obtain what we call "symmet-ric fields". They are analytic everywhere outside the sources and can be written as a linear combination of retarded and advanced fields from both particles. From the symmetric fields we wish to construct purely retarded fields which are nonvanishing only in the future domain of dependence of particles' worldlines. For the scalar field, this is accomplished in Section 6. We do find the retarded field, but its strength contains δ-function term located on the particle's past horizon (creation light cone). In Section 7, the retarded electromagnetic fields are analyzed for free (unaccelerated) monopoles (Subs. A), for "rigid dipoles" (C), consisting of two close, uniformly accelerated charges of opposite sign, and for "geodesic dipoles" (D), made of two free opposite charges moving along geodesics. In Subsection B the role of the contraints which electromagnetic fields and charges have to satisfy on any spacelike hypersurface is emphasized. These constraints in de Sitter space with compact spatial slicings require the total charge to be zero. As it is well-known, there can be no net charge in a closed universe (see e.g. [19] ). However, we find out that the constraints imply even local conditions on the charge distribution if I − is spacelike and purely retarded fields are only admitted. In the case of an unaccelerated electromagnetic monopole, we discover that the solution resembling retarded field represents not only the monopole charge but also a spherical shell of charges moving with the velocity of light along the creation light cone of the monopole. The total charge of the shell is precisely opposite to that of the monopole. Retarded fields of both rigid and geodesic dipoles blow up along the creation light cone since, by restricting ourselves to the fields nonvanishing in the future domain of dependence, we "squeeze" the field lines produced by the dipoles into their past horizon (creation light cone).
We do not discuss the radiative character of the fields obtained. The problem of radiation is not a straightforward issue since the conformal transformation does not map an infinity onto an infinity and, thus, one has to analyze carefully the fall-off ("the peeling-off") of the fields along appropriate null geodesics going to future/past spacelike infinity. A detailed discussion of the radiative properties of the solutions found here and of some additional fields will be given in a forthcoming publication [24] .
A brief discussion in Section 8 concludes the paper. Some details concerning coordinate systems on de Sitter space are relegated to Appendix.
Conformal invariance of scalar and electromagnetic field equations with sources
Conformal rescaling of metric is given by a common spacetime dependent conformal factor Ω(x):
g αβ →ĝ αβ = Ω 2 g αβ , g αβ →ĝ αβ = Ω -2 g αβ .
(2.1)
An equation for a physical field Ψ is called conformally invariant if there exists a numberconformal weight -p ∈ R such thatΨ = Ω p Ψ solves a field equation with metricĝ if and only if Ψ is a solution of the original equation with metric g. It is well-known (see e.g. [20] ) that (i) the wave equation for a scalar field Φ can be generalized in a conformally invariant way to curved n-dimensional spacetime geometry by a suitable coupling with the scalar curvature R; (ii) the vacuum Maxwell's equations are conformally invariant in 4 dimensions with conformal weight p = 0 of covariant components (2-form) of electromagnetic field F αβ , but they fail to be conformally invariant for dimensions n = 4.
The behaviour of the above equations with sources is not so widely known (cf. [10, 21] for the electromagnetic case). It is, however, easy to see that the wave equation for the scalar field Φ with the scalar charge source S,
where in n dimensions ξ = n−2 4(n−1) , R is the scalar curvature, and = g αβ ∇ α ∇ β is the d'Alembertian constructed from the covariant metric derivative ∇ α , under the conformal rescaling (2.1) goes over into the equation of the same form
and∇ α andR are the metric covariant derivative and scalar curvature associated with the rescaled metricĝ (see e.g. Eqs. (D.1)-(D.14) in [20] ). Next, it is easy to demonstrate that in 4 dimensions Maxwell's equations with a source given by a 4-curent J α ,
are conformally invariant if the vector potential does not change, so that 7) and the current behaves as follows:
Since Levi-Civita tensor transforms aŝ
the following quantities are conformally invariant: * Ĵ
Therefore, Maxwell's equations with source can be written using the external derivative as
where only conformally invariant quantities appear. The continuity equation for the electromagnetic current is also conformally invariant:
thanks to (2.8) and the conformal property of the 4-dimensional volume element
It is interesting to notice, however, that as a consequence of the invariance (2.7) of the electromagnetic potential under a conformal rescaling, the Lorentz gauge condition is not conformally invariant:
A remarkable property arises in 4-dimensional spacetimes: in both scalar and electromagnetic case the total charge distributed on a 3-dimensional spacelike hypersurface is conformally (pseudo)invariant 2 . This follows form the conformal invariance of spatial charge distributions.
Denoting n α a future-oriented unit 1-form normal to the hypersurface Σ, we getn
The 3-dimensional volume element is given by q 1 2 = (Det q αβ ) 1 2 , where 3-metric q αβ is the restriction of the 4-metric g αβ to the hypersurface Σ. Under conformal transformation,
A charge distribution is defined as a charge density multiplied by this volume element. Hence, the scalar charge distribution reads
and
We see that it is conformal invariant except for a change of sign if the conformal factor Ω is negative. As seen from (2.5), this fails to be true for n = 4. In the following we consider only the case n = 4.
The electromagnetic charge distribution is given by
Again, regarding (2.8), (2.17) and (2.18), we get
Thus, the electromagnetic charge is invariant even under conformal transformation with a negative conformal factor Ω. Similarly, we define the electric field with 3-dimensional volume element included:
which represents the momentum conjugated to the potential A α (c.f. e.g. [19] ). With the definition (2.23), E α is conformally invariant. The Gauss's law simply reads
where ∇ (3) is 3-metric covariant derivative and D is a region in Σ. 9 3 Minkowski and de Sitter spacetimes: compactification and conformal relation
The conformal structure of Minkowski and de Sitter spacetimes and their conformal relation to the regions of the Einstein static universe is well-known and has been much used (see e.g. [6, 20] for basic expositions). However, the complete compactified picture of both spaces and their conformal structure do not appear to be described in detail in the literature, although all main ideas are contained in various writings by Penrose (e.g. [9, 10] ). Since we shall need some details in explicit form when analyzing the character of the fields of sources in de Sitter spacetime and their relation to their counterparts in Minkowski spacetime, we shall now discuss the compactification and conformal properties of these spaces.
Recall first that flat Euclidean plane E 2 can be compactified by adding a point at infinity so that the resulting space is a 2-sphere S 2 with a regular homogenous metric g sph , conformally related to the Euclidean metric:
where α is a constant parameter with the dimension of length, r = α tan( ϑ 2 ), and Ω = 1+cos ϑ. Notice that g Eucl is not regular at r = ∞, where the conformal factor Ω = 0. The group of conformal transformations of E 2 acts on the compact manifold S 2 .
Analogously, one can construct compactified Minkowski space M # (see [10] , Section 9.2 and references therein), on which the 15-parameter conformal group acts. One starts with the standard Penrose diagram of Minkowski space and makes an identification of I − Mink and I + Mink by identifying the past and future end-points of null geodesics as indicated in Fig. 2 . The future and past timelike infinities, i ± Mink , and the spatial infinity, i 0 Mink , are also identified into one point. The topology of M # is S 3 × S 1 (this is not evident from the first sight, but see [10] ).
Rescaled Minkowski space (without the identification) can be drawn in a 2dimensional diagram as a part of the Einstein static universe which is visualized by a cylindrical surface imbedded in E 3 -see e.g. [6, 20] . However, in Fig. 3 we illustrate the compactified Minkowski space M # by a 3-dimensional diagram as a part of the Einstein universe represented by a solid cylinder in E 3 . This is achieved in the following way: In Fig. 2 Minkowski spacetime (with one dimension suppressed) is illustrated as a region bounded by two cones joined base to base. Now we take a 2-dimensional cut C and we compactify it by dividing it into 4 regions I-IV, as indicated in Fig. 2 . We cut out regions III and IV and place them "above" the regions II and I so that they are joined along their corresponding null boundaries (e.g. points B, B ′ and A, A ′ become identical). Now the segment P O has to be identified withÕQ and OQ with PÕ -they correspond to a single segment in Fig. 2 . Similarly, boundaries PP and QQ are identified, and as a result a compact manifold is formed. Consider then all posible cuts C, i.e. "rotate" C around the "line" i − Mink Oi + Mink , and make the same identifications as we just described. Now all "vertical" boundary lines as PP and QQ have to be identified (notice that all these points were on the segment i − Mink O in Fig. 2 ). The resulting 4-dimensional compact manifold is represented in the 3-dimensional Fig. 3 . From the construction described it follows that the top and bottom bases of the solid cylinder are identified and each of the circles on the cylindrical surface, as e.g. k, should be considered as a single point. The "discs" inside these circles are thus 2-spheres, i.e., without 
Now it is important to realize that Fig. 3 can be understood as a part of the Einstein static cylinder which also represents the compactified de Sitter space. In de Sitter space two bases are future and past spacelike infinities. They are not usually identified in the standard 2-dimensional Penrose diagram of de Sitter spacetime (see e.g. [6] ), as I + Mink and I − Mink are not identified in the standard Penrose diagram of Minkowski space.
Manifold M # represents the compactification of both Minkowski and de Sitter space. Similarly as S 2 , representing the compactification of E 2 , can be equipped with a regular metric g sph mentioned above, M # can be equipped with the regular metric
where dimensionless coordinatest,r ∈ 0, π , spacelike hypersufacest = 0 and t = π are identified by means of null geodesics, dω 2 = dϑ 2 + sin 2 ϑ dϕ 2 , and the constant α has dimension of length. The metric (3.2) is the well-known metric of the Einstein universe, in which case
where Λ is the cosmological constant.
In order to see this explicitly, write the Minkowski metric in standard spherical coordinates,
and introduce coordinatest,r ∈ 0, π bỹ
Let us notice that by requiring the rangest,r ∈ 0, π , we fix the branch of arctan in (3.5) . Further, observe that fort +r > π, relations (3.6) imply negative rwe shall return to this point in a moment. In case of de Sitter space with the metric
so that
In this way we obtain explicit forms of the conformal rescaling of both spaces into the metric of the Einstein universe:
where g Eins is given by (3.2) . As in the simple case of conformal relation of E 2 to S 2 , the conformal factors Ω Mink and Ω dS vanish at infinities of Minkowski, respectively de Sitter space. As a consequence of equations (3.5)-(3.11) we also find the conformal relation between Minkowski and de Sitter space:
where Ω Mink , Ω dS are given by (3.12) , (3.13) . The conformal factor Ω has the simplest form when expressed in terms of the Minkowski time t:
The conformal transformation is not regular at infinity of Minkowski, respectively de Sitter space because Ω diverges, respectively vanishes there. We shall return to this point at the end of this section. First, however, we have to describe the coordinate systems employed in relating particular regions I-IV in Figs. 2 and 3. Relations (3.5) and (3.6) can be used automatically in region I only. In other regions, ranges of coordinates have to be specified more carefully. In the following we always requiret ∈ 0, π . Then, ifr ∈ 0, π , we find that relations (3.5), (3.6) imply negative r in region IV. Also, if we consider events with t < 0, r > 0 (region III), we notice that as a consequence of (3.5) and (3.6) with t ∈ 0, π we getr < 0. Relations (3.5), (3.6) can be made meaningful in all regions I-IV if we allow negative r,r and adopt the following convention: at fixed value of time coordinate t, respectivelyt, the points symmetrical with respect to the origin of spherical coordinates have opposite signs of the radial coordinate, i.e., points with given {t, r, ϑ, ϕ}, respectively {t,r, ϑ, ϕ}, are identical with {t, −r, π − ϑ, ϕ + π}, respectively {t, −r, π − ϑ, ϕ + π}. The way in which regions I-IV are covered by the particular ranges of coordinates is explicitly illustrated in Figs. 5(a)-(c) in Appendix, where our convention is described in more detail.
In Appendix, various useful coordinate systems in de Sitter space are given. First, we shall frequently employ coordinates {t,r, ϑ, ϕ} which are simply related (by Eqs. (3.9) and (3.10)) to the standard coordinates {τ , χ, ϑ, ϕ} covering nicely the whole de Sitter hyperboloid. Next, relations (3.5), (3.6) can be viewed as the definition of another coordinate system {t, r, ϑ, ϕ} on de Sitter space (with the metric being given by (A.6)). Let us remind that for fixed ϑ, ϕ valuesr > 0 (commonly assumed in de Sitter space) correspond to r > 0 fort+r < π (region I) and to r < 0 fort +r > π (region IV). Further, one frequently uses static coordinates T , R associated with the static Killing vector of de Sitter spacetime -equations (A.8) in Appendix.
Finally, it will be useful to introduce null coordinates (cf. (A.12)) When employing null coordinates we shall consider onlyr > 0 (ũ,ṽ would "exchange their role" ifr < 0); the ranges ofũ,ṽ and u, v are thus given by the choicet,r ∈ 0, π . This leaves the standard (Minkowski) meaning of u, v in region I; however, u and v exchange their usual (Minkowski) role in region IV (ṽ =t +r > π) because here r < 0. With this choice the coordinatesũ,ṽ and u cover de Sitter space continuously, in particular the horizonṽ = π (v → ±∞ on this horizon -see Fig. 5 (e)). From (3.5) and (3.6) we get simple relations
which explicitly verify that local null cones (local causal structure) are unchanged under conformal mapping. Nevertheless, it is well-known that the global causal structure of the Minkowski and de Sitter space is different. This is reflected in the fact that, as mentioned above, the conformal transformation between the two spaces is not regular everywhere. In particular, relation (3.18) shows that points at null infinity with v → ±∞ in Minkowski space go over into regular points withṽ → π in de Sitter space whereas spacelike hypersurface t = 1 2 (u + v) = 0 goes into spacelike infinitiest = 0, π in de Sitter space. In the next sections, when we shall generate solutions for the scalar and electromagnetic fields for given sources in de Sitter space by employing the conformal transformation from Minkowski space, we have to check the behaviour of the new solutions at points where the transformation is not regular.
Before turning to the construction of the fields produced by specific sources, let us emphasize that in all following expressions for fields in de Sitter spacetime only positiver can be considered. However, the results contained in Sections 4 and 5 are valid also forr < 0 provided that the convention described above is used. 3 spacetime.
In this section we study the correspondence of the wordlines of uniformly accelerated particles under the conformal mapping (3.5), (3.6) between Minkowski and de Sitter spacetimes. Let a particle have 4-velocity u α , u µ u µ = −1, so that its acceleration is a α =u α = u µ ∇ µ u α , a µ u µ = 0. We say that the particle is uniformly accelerated if the projection ofȧ α = u µ ∇ µ a α into the 3-surface orthogonal to u α vanishes:
Here the projection tensor P µ ν = δ µ ν + u µ u ν , and u µȧ µ = −a µ a µ . Multiplying (4.1) by a α , we getȧ µ a µ = 0 so that a µ a µ = constant .
(4.2)
This definition of uniform acceleration goes over into the standard definition used in Minkowski space [22] . It implies that the components of particle's acceleration in its instantaneous rest frames remain constant. Of course, as a special case a particle may have zero acceleration when it moves along the geodesic. Consider a particle moving with a constant velocity
along z-axis (ϕ = 0, ϑ = 0) of the inertial frame in Minkowski spacetime with coordinates {t, r, ϑ, ϕ} so that it passes through r = 0 at t = 0. Transformation (3.5), (3.6) maps its wordline into two wordlines in de Sitter spacetime, given in terms of parameter λ Mink , its proper time in Minkowski space, or in terms of λ dS , its proper time in de Sitter space, as follows:
In these expressions arctan has values in 4 0, π ; λ dS ∈ R, and λ Mink ∈ (0, ∞) for the wordline starting and ending withr = 0 (denoted by 1 in Fig. 4 ; plus sign in the last equation in (4.4)), whereas λ Mink ∈ (−∞, 0) for the second wordline, starting and ending withr = π (denoted by 1 ′ in Fig. 4 ; minus sign in (4.4)).
One thus gets two wordlines in de Sitter space from two "halves" of one wordline in Minkowski space.
4r ∈ −π, 0 for β < 0.
Figure 4: Wordlines of particles in de Sitter spacetime
The wordlines of geodesics and of uniformly accelerated particles in de Sitter spacetime, obtained by the conformal transformation of appropriate wordlines in Minkowski space: 1, 1 ′ from the wordline of a particle moving uniformly through the origin; 2, 2 ′ from a particle at rest outside the origin; and 3, 3 ′ from two uniformly accelerated particles. In de Sitter space, the wordlines 1 and 1 ′ describe two uniformly accelerated particles; 2, 2 ′ and 3, 3 ′ are geodesics. Both particles in each pair are causally disconnected.
These two wordlines are uniformly accelerated with the constant magnitude of the acceleration equal to a o = (a µ a µ )
An intuitive understanding of the acceleration is gained if we introduce standard static coordinates {T, R, ϑ, ϕ} in de Sitter space (see Appendix). The two wordlines described by (4.4) in coordinatest,r are in the static coordinates simply given by R = R o = constant. (As seen from (A.8), for givent,r the same R corresponds tor and π −r.) Owing to the "cosmic repulsion" caused by the presence of cosmological constant, fundamental geodesic observers with fixedr (i.e. fixed χ) are "repelled" one from the other in proportion to their distance. Their initial implosion starting att = 0 (τ = −∞) is stopped att = π 2 (τ = 0 -at the "neck" of the de Sitter hyperboloid) and changes into expansion. A particle having constant R = R o , thus a constant proper distance from an observer atr = R = 0 (or atr = π, R = 0), has to be accelerated towards that observer. The acceleration of particle 1 points towards the observer atr = 0, whereas that of particle 1 ′ towards the observer atr = π (Fig. 4) . Notice that the two uniformly accelerated wordlines are causally disconnected: no retarded or advanced effects from the particle 1 can reach the particle 1 ′ and vice versa. This is analogous to two particles symmetrically located along opposite parts of say z-axis and uniformly accelerated in opposite directions in Minkowski space.
The wordlines of uniformly accelerated particles in Minkowski space are the orbits of the boost Killing vector. Analogously, in de Sitter space the Killing vector ∂ ∂T has also character of a boost. Another type of simple wordlines in de Sitter space arise from transforming the wordline of a particle at rest at r = r o (|r o | < α), ϑ = 0, ϕ = 0 in Minkowski space. It transforms to two wordlines in de Sitter space given bỹ
witht ∈ 0, π , andr sign r o ∈ 0, π for λ Mink > 0 andr sign r o ∈ −π, 0 for λ Mink < 0. Thus, a geodesic in Minkowski space goes over into two geodesics in de Sitter space. In Fig. 4 these are the wordlines 2 and 2 ′ .
As the last example, let us just mention that the wordlines of two particles uniformly accelerated in Minkowski space get transformed into two geodesics 3, 3 ′ in de Sitter space.
5 Scalar and electromagnetic fields from uniformly accelerated particles: the symmetric solutions.
Two uniformly accelerated particles described by worldlines (4.4) were obtained by the conformal transformation from the wordline of a particle moving with a uniform velocity R o /α in Minkowski space. Hence, their field can be constructed by the conformal transformation of a simple boosted spherically symmetric field. In the case of scalar field, equations (2.4), (2.20), (3.15 ) then lead to the field
where r ′ is spherical coordinate in an inertial frame in which the particle is at rest at the origin. As emphasized earlier, we have to examine the field at the null hypersurfacẽ v = π, where the conformal transformation fails to be regular. We find that (5.1) is indeed not smooth there. The limit of Φ asṽ = π is approached from the regionṽ < π differs from the limit fromṽ > π: Φ has a jump atṽ = π, although, as can be checked by a direct calculation, this discontinuous field satisfies the scalar wave equation. However, a field analytic everywhere outside the sources can be obtained by analytic continuation of the field (5.1) from the domainṽ < π to the domainṽ > π. We discover that the new field inṽ > π differs from (5.1) just by a sign. Therefore it simply corresponds to the charge of the particle iñ v > π which is opposite to that implied by conformal transformation. It is easy to see that due to the conformal transformation the sign of the charge on the wordline withṽ > π is opposite to the original charge s because the conformal factor Ω = t α < 0 forṽ > π. Hence, the field which is analytic represents the field of two uniformly accelerated particles with the same scalar charge s which move along two wordlines (4.4) . In Section 6 we shall see that this field can be written as a linear combination of retarded and advanced fields from both particles. We call it the symmetric field. Regarding (5.1), in which r ′ is first expressed in terms of the original Minkowski coordinates {t, r, ϑ, ϕ}, and using then transformation (3.6), we find the field as a function of {t,r, ϑ, ϕ}:
, (5.2) where R = α sinr sint is the static radial de Sitter coordinate (see Appendix). As could have been anticipated, the field is static in the static coordinates since the accelerated particles are at rest at R = R o , ϑ = ϕ = 0. (Recall that we need two sets of such coordinates to cover both worldlines but the coordinate R is well defined in the whole de Sitter spacetime -cf. Appendix.) However, it is dynamical in the coordinates {t,r, ϑ, ϕ}, or in the standard coordinates {τ, χ, ϑ, ϕ}, covering -in contrast to the static coordinates -the whole de Sitter spacetime.
In order to construct the electromagnetic field produced by uniformly accelerated particles in de Sitter spacetime, we start, analogously to the scalar field case, from the boosted Coulomb field in Minkowski space. The potential 1-form is thus simply
where the prime denotes again the coordinates in an inertial frame in which the particle is at rest. Since electromagnetic field described by its covariant component is conformally invariant, the field (5.3) is automatically a solution of Maxwell's equations in de Sitter space. However, like in the scalar field case, we have to examine its character atṽ = π. We discover that (5.3) does not, in fact, solve Maxwell's equations there (in contrast to the scalar field (5.1), which is discontinuous onṽ = π, but satisfies the scalar wave equation). This result can be understood when we realize that by the conformal transformation the sign of the electric charge -in contrast to the scalar charge -does not change at the wordline withṽ > π so that the total electric charge is 2e. A non-zero total charge in de Sitter spacetime, however, violates the constraint, as we shall see in Subsection 7.B. In fact, it is well-known that in a closed universe the total electric charge must be zero due to the Gauss's law (e.g. [19] ). As with the scalar field, we still can construct a field smooth everywhere outside the sources by analytic continuation of the field obtained in the regioñ v < π acrossṽ = π into whole spacetime. Similarly to the scalar case, the resulting field inṽ > π corresponds just to the opposite charge, so that now, in the electromagnetic case, the total charge is indeed zero. The electromagnetic field can be written as a combination of retarded and advanced fields from both charges, as will be shown in Subsection 7.A. The potential describing this symmetric field has a simple form in the static coordinates:
where 5
As noticed in Section 2, the Lorentz gauge condition is not conformally invariant, so that the potential (5.4) need not to satisfy the condition although the original Coulomb field does. Expressing the static radial coordinate as R = α sinr sint , and similarly T (see Appendix), we can find the potential in global coordinates {t,r, ϑ, ϕ}, respectively {τ, χ, ϑ, ϕ}. Since the resulting form is not simple, we do not write it here, but we give the electromagnetic field explicitly in both the static and global coordinates. In static coordinates it reads
where X is given by (5.5) . In {t,r, ϑ, ϕ} coordinates we find explicitly
Summarizing, the field (5.7) represents the time-dependent electromagnetic field of two particles with charges ±e, uniformly accelerated along the worldlines (4.4) with accelerations ∓α
The field is analytic everywhere outside the charges. In the static coordinates the charges are at rest at R = R o and their static field is given by (5.6). 21 
Scalar field: the retarded solutions
The symmetric scalar field solution (5.2), representing two uniformly accelerated scalar charges, is non-vanishing in the whole de Sitter spacetime. As mentioned before and will be proved at the end of this section (see (6.6), (6.7)), this field is a combination of retarded and advanced effects from both charges. A retarded field of a point particle should in general be non-zero only in the future domain of dependence of particle's worldline, i.e. at those points from which past causal curves exist which intersect the wordline. Hence, the retarded field of the uniformly accelerated charge which starts and ends atr = 0 (see Fig. 4 ) should be non-vanishing only atũ =t −r > 0. It is natural to try to construct such a field by restricting the symmetric field to this region, i.e., to ask whether the field
where θ is the usual Heaviside step function, is a solution of the field equation. The field (6.1) does, of course, satisfy the scalar field wave equation (2.2) atũ > 0 since Φ sym does, and also atũ < 0 since Φ = 0 is a solution of (2.2) outside a source. Thus we have to examine the field (6.1) only atũ = 0, i.e. at "creation light cone" of the particle's worldline referred to also as the past event horizon of the worldline [6] . The field strength 1-form implied by (6.1) becomes dΦ ret = (dΦ sym ) θ(ũ) + Φ sym δ(ũ) dũ .
(6.
2)
An explicit calculation shows that
Therefore, the conformally invariant scalar wave equation (2.2) (with ξ = 1 6 ) has the form
where S mon1 denotes the monopole scalar charge starting and ending atr = 0. Hence, we proved that the field (6.1), where Φ sym is given by (5.2), satisfies the field equation (6.3) everywhere, including the past event horizon of the particle. Analogously, we can make sure that
has its support in the future domain of dependence of the monopole particle 1 ′ , starting and ending atr = π, and is thus the advanced field of source S mon1 ′ = S sym θ(−ũ). From the results above it is not difficult to conclude that the symmetric field can be interpreted as arising from the combinations of retarded and advanced potentials due to both particles 1 and 1 ′ , in which the potentials due to one particle can be taken with arbitrary weights, the weights due the other particle being then determined:
where ζ ∈ R is an arbitrary constant factor. In particular, choosing ζ = 1 2 , the field
is the symmetric field from both particles. This freedom in the interpretation is exactly the same as with two uniformly accelerated scalar particles in Minkowski spacetime (see [15] , Section IVB). A remarkable property of the retarded field (6.1) is that the field strength (6.2) has a term proportional to δ(ũ), i.e. it is singular at the past horizon. Since the energy-momentum tensor of scalar field is quadratic in the field strength, it cannot be evaluated atũ = 0. The "shock wave" at the "creation light cone" can be understood on physical grounds similarly as the instability of Cauchy horizons inside black holes (e.g. [12] ): an observer crossing the pulse along a timelike worldline will see an infinitely long history of the source within a finite proper time. The character of the shock is given by the point-like nature of the source. If, for example, a scalar charge has typical extension l att = π 2 , i.e. at the moment of the minimal size of de Sitter universe (τ = 0), and the extension of the charge inr coordinate would be roughly the same at I − dS , the corresponding shock would be smoothed aroundũ = 0 with a width ∼ l. However, the proper extension of the charge at I − dS would be infinite in that case.
Let us note that the retarded field (6.1) could also be computed by means of the retarded Green's function. In our case of the conformally invariant equation for scalar field the retarded Green's function in de Sitter space is localized on the future null cone, as it is in the "original" Minkowski space. (It is interesting to note that in the case of a minimal, or more general coupling, the scalar field does not vanish inside the null cone.) Thanks to this property we can understand a "jump" in the field on the creation light cone: the creation light cone is precisely the future light cone of the point at which the source "enters" the spacetime, i.e., it is the boundary of a domain where we can obtain a contribution from the retarded Green's function integrated over sources.
Electromagnetic fields: the retarded solutions
In this section we shall analyze the electromagnetic fields of free or accelerated charges with monopole and also with a dipole structure. We shall pay attention to the constraints which electromagnetic field, in contrast to the scalar field, has to satisfy on any spacelike hypersurface.
A Free monopole
Let us start with an unaccelerated monopole at rest at the origin of both coordinate systems used, i.e. atr = R = 0. With R o = 0, the potential (5.4) and the field (5.6) simplify to Let us restrict the potential to the "creation light cone" and its interior by defining
3)
The field in null coordinatesũ,ṽ then reads
so that the left-hand side of Maxwell's equations becomes
δ ′ (ũ) .
(7.5)
Here J α mon = (∇ µ F αµ sym )θ(ũ) is the current produced by the charge atr = 0. Additional terms on the right hand side of (7.5), localized on the null hypersurfaceũ = 0, clearly show that the restricted field (7.3) does not correspond to a single point source. The terms of this type did not arise in case of the scalar field discussed in the previous section.
We can try to add a field localized onũ = 0 which would cancel the additional terms. Although we shall see in the following subsection that this cannot be achieved, it is instructive to add, for example, the field A * = − e 4π ln(tanṽ 2 ) δ(ũ) dũ , (7.6) which cancels the second term on the r.h.s. of the field (7.4) . Denoting thus 7) we find that with F mon Maxwell's equations become
Hence, the field A mon does not represent only the unaccelerated monopole charge but also a spherical shell of charges moving outwards from the monopole with the velocity of light along the "creation light cone"ũ = 0. The total charge of the shell is precisely opposite to the monopole charge so that the total charge of the system is zero. We shall return to this point in the following subsection, now let us add yet two comments. It is interesting that, in contrast to the scalar field strength (6.2), the electromagnetic field F mon is not singular atũ = 0. Apparently, the effects of the monopole and the charged shell compensate alongũ = 0 in such a way that even the energy-momentum tensor of the field is finite there.
Second, if the field A mon corresponding to the retarded field from the charge e atr = 0 and the outgoing charged shell is superposed with the analogous field corresponding to the advanced field from the charge −e atr = π and the ingoing charged shell, the fields corresponding to charged shells localized onũ = 0 cancel each other and the field A sym (Eq. (5.4)) with R o = 0 is obtained. The same compensation occurs for two uniformly accelerated charges (R o = 0) considered in Section 5, as it follows from the symmetry. Therefore, the symmetric electromagnetic field (5.4) can be interpreted as arising from the combinations of retarded and advanced potentials due to both charges 1 and 2 in the same way as was the case for the symmetric scalar field: relation (6.6) remains true if Φ's are replaced by A's.
B Constraints
The appearence of a shell with the total charge exactly opposite to that of the monopole discussed above has deeper reasons. It is a consequence of the constraints which any electromagnetic field and charge distributions have to satisfy on a spatial hypersurface and of the fact that spatial hypersurfaces, including past and future infinities, in de Sitter spacetime are compact. Integrating the constraint equation ∇ (3) µ E µ = ρ (7.9) (see (2.23) for the definition of E α ) over a compact Cauchy hypersurface Σ, we convert the integral of the divergence on the left-hand-side to the integral over a "boundary" which, however, does not exist for a compact Σ. Hence, as it is well-known, the total charge on a compact hypersurface (in any spacetime, not only de Sitter) must vanish:
Therefore, the field F mon constructed in (7.7) represents the monopole field plus the "simplest" additional source localized on the past horizon of the monopole which leads to the total zero charge. This enables the monopole electric field lines to end on this horizon. A stronger, even local condition on the charge distribution in de Sitter spacetime (or, indeed, in any spacetime with spacelike past infinity I − ) arises if we admit purely retarded fields only. Here we define purely retarded fields as those which vanish at I − . Then, however, the constraint (7.9) directly implies that at I − the charge distribution vanishes: ρ|t =0 = 0 .
(7.11)
In the Les Houches lectures in 1963 Penrose [9] gave a general argument showing that if I − is spacelike and the charges meet it in a discrete set of points then there will be incosistencies if incoming field is absent (see in particular Fig. 16 in [9] , cf. Fig. 1 ). Penrose also remarked that an alternative definition of advanced and retarded fields might be found which leads to different results, and that the application of the result to physical models is not clear. We found nothing more on this problem in the literature since Penrose's observation in 1963. Our work appears to give the first explicit model in which this issue can be analyzed.
C Rigid dipole
As the first example of a simple source satisfying both the constraint (7.10) and the local condition (7.11) required by the absence of incoming radiation, we consider a rigid dipole. To construct an elementary rigid dipole, we place point charges e/ǫ and −e/ǫ on the wordlines with R o = 1 2 ǫα and ϑ = 0, π, fixed in the static coordinates, and take the limit ǫ → 0. The constant dipole moment is thus given by p = eα. The resulting symmetric field can easily be deduced from the symmetric fields (5.4)-(5.7) of electric monopoles 6 :
cos ϑ sin 2r sint cosr dt − cost sinr dr ,
2 cos ϑ sint sin 3r dt ∧ dr − sin ϑ sin 2r sint cosr dϑ ∧ dt − cost sinr dϑ ∧ dr . (7.12) As in Section 5, R o = 0 corresponds to two wordlines and the symmetric solution (7.12) describes the fields of two dipoles, one at rest atr = 0, the other atr = π.
To construct a purely retarded field of the dipole atr = 0, we first restrict the symmetric field (7.12) to the inside of the "creation light cone" of the dipole, analogously as we did with the monopole charge in Subsection A. Writing (cf. (7.3) )
we now get
so that no additional term like that in (7.4) arises; however, expressing the left-hand side of Maxwell's equations as in (7.5), we find
Here J α rdip = (∇ µ F αµ sym )θ(ũ) is the current corresponding to the rigid dipole at r = 0. Similarly to the case of the monopole, there is an additional term on the r.h.s. of (7.15), localized on the null coneũ = 0, indicating that the field (7.13) represents, in addition to the dipole, an additional source located on the horizonũ = 0. In contrast to the monopole case, however, this source can be compensated by adding to the potential (7.13) the term
cos ϑ δ(ũ) dũ . (7.16) In this way we finally obtain the purely retarded field of the dipole with dipole moment p, located atr = R = 0, in the form
sin ϑ δ(ũ) dϑ ∧ dũ , (7.17) where A o , A * , F sym are given by (7.13), (7.16) and (7.12) . It is easy to check that ∇ µ F αµ rdip = J α rdip is satisfied. Regarding the retarded field (7.17), we see that it is, in contrast to the symmetric field (7.12), singular on the "creation light cone" (past event horizon) u = 0. This is not suprising: in order to obtain a purely retarded field, we "squeezed" the field lines produced by the dipole into horizon.
D Geodesic dipole
Next we consider dipoles consisting of two free charges moving along the geodesic 7 r = constant, ϑ = constant, ϕ = constant in Minkowski space which, as discussed at the end of Section 4 (see Eq. (4.6) and the wordlines 2, 2 ′ in Fig. 4 ), transform into geodesics of the conformally related de Sitter space. We call two free opposite charges a geodesic dipole.
We start again by constructing first the symmetric field. Two elementary geodesic dipoles located atr = 0 andr = π can be obtained by placing point charges ±e/ǫ on the wordlines r = 1 2 ǫα, ϑ = 0, π and taking the limit ǫ → 0. As with monopoles, to find the symmetric field we conformally transform the field of a standard rigid Minkowski dipole (bewaring the signs for t > 0 and t < 0 so that the field is analytic outside the sources). The dipole moment in Minkowski spacep = eα is constant, the corresponding value in de Sitter spacetime, however, depends now on time: Proceeding as with the rigid dipole, we generate the retarded field of only one geodesic dipole atr = 0 by restricting the symmetric field by step function:
where J α gdip = (∇ µ F αµ sym )θ(ũ), an additional source is present at the horizoñ u = 0; it can be compensated by adding an additional field with potential, for example, given by
The total retarded field of the geodesic dipole is then given as follows:
It indeed satisfies Maxwell's equations:
Conclusion
By using the conformal relation between de Sitter and Minkowski space, we constructed various types of fields produced by scalar and electromagnetic charges moving with a uniform (possibly zero) acceleration in de Sitter background. One of our main conclusions has been the explicit confirmation and elucidation of the observation by Penrose that in spacetimes with a spacelike past infinity, which implies the existence of a particle horizon, purely retarded fields do not exist for general source distributions.
In the last Subsection 7.D we constructed the field (7.23) of the geodesic dipole which, at the first sight, appears as being a purely retarded field. Cannot thus purely retarded fields of, for example, two opposite monopoles be constructed by distributing the elementary geodesic dipoles along a segment r ∈ 0, a , ϑ = ϕ = 0, so that neighbouring opposite charges cancel out, and only two monopoles, atr = 0 andr = a, remain? Then, however, the local constraint (7.11) on the charge distribution would clearly be violated! The solution of this paradox is in the fact that the field (7.23) is not purely retarded field: if we calculate (by using distributions) the initial data leading to the field strength (7.23), we discover that the electric field strength contains terms proportional to the δ-function att = 0,r = 0 so that the field does not vanish at I − . Hence the field of the dipoles distributed along the segment does not vanish at I − and cannot thus be considered as a purely retarded field of the two monopoles atr = 0 andr = a.
We thus arrive at the conclusion that a purely retarded field of even two opposite charges (so that the global constraint of a zero net charge is satisfied) cannot be constructed in de Sitter spacetime unless the charges "enter" the universe at the same point at I − and the local constraint (7.11) is satisfied. If we allow non-vanishing initial data at I − , the resulting fields can hardly be considered as "purely retarded".
By applying the superposition principle we can consider a greater number of sources, and our arguments of the insufficiency of purely retarded fields (based on the global and local constraints) can clearly be generalized also to infinitely many discrete sources. Our discussion of the fields of dipoles indicates that interesting situations may arise.
The absence of purely retarded fields in de Sitter spacetime or, in fact, in any spacetime with space-like I − is, of course, to be expected to occur for higher-spin fields as well. In particular, there has been much interest in the primordial gravitational radiation. Since de Sitter spacetime is a standard arena for inflationary models, the generation of gravitational waves by (test) sources in de Sitter spacetime has been studied in the recent literature (see [23] and references therein). We plan to analyze the linearized gravity on de Sitter background in the light of the results described above. The fact that particles are expected to have only positive gravitational mass will apparently prevent any purely retarded field to exist.
First, however, we shall present the generalization of the well-known Born's 30 ϑ − = ϑ o , ϕ − = ϕ o but r − < 0 (which, in our convention, is identical to r + > 0, ϑ + = π − ϑ o , ϕ + = ϕ o + π).
In exactly the same way we may introduce coordinates {t ± ,r ± , ϑ, ϕ}, with {t + ,r + } covering regions I and IV in Fig. 3 , whereas {t − ,r − } covering regions II, III. In Fig. 5 , the 2-dimensional cuts (with angular coordinates fixed) through de Sitter space (or through the compactified space M # ) are illustrated. Both regions covered by {t + ,r + } and by {t − ,r − } are included (the right and left parts of the diagrams). However, in the figures, as well as in the main text, we do not write down subscripts "+" and "−" at the coordinates since the sign of the radial coordinate specifies which map is used.
De Sitter spacetime can be covered by standard coordinates τ , χ (τ ∈ R, χ ∈ R + ) in which the metric has the form [6] :
It is useful to rescale coordinate τ to obtain conformally Einstein coordinates {t,r}:t = 2 arctan exp τ α ,t ∈ 0, π , r = χ ,r ∈ 0, π , (A.4) g = α 2 sin 2t −dt 2 + dr 2 + sin 2r dω 2 .
(A.5)
In these coordinates de Sitter space is explicitly seen to be conformal to the part of the Einstein static universe. Coordinate lines are drawn in Fig. 5(b ).
Another coordinate system used in our work are inertial coordinates t, r of conformally related Minkowski space. We call them conformally flat coordinates: t = α sint cosr + cost ,t = arctan 2 t α α 2 − t 2 + r 2 , t ∈ R , r = α sinr cosr + cost ,r = arctan 2 r α α 2 + t 2 − r 2 , r ∈ R + , (A.6) g = α 2 t 2 −dt 2 + dr 2 + r 2 dω 2 . (A.7)
Coordinate lines are drawn in Fig. 5(c As it is well known, these coordinates do not cover the whole spacetime but only the domain witht +r < π andt −r > 0. The boundary of this domain is the Killing horizon. The coordinate R can be extended smoothly to the whole spacetime but it is not unique globally. It is also useful to rescale coordinate R to obtain the expanded static coordinatest,r: Coordinate lines for the static coordinates are drawn in Fig. 5(d) . Coresponding coordinate lines are illustrated in Fig. 5(e ).
